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In this study, a gating task was conducted to examine the effect of word 
frequency and neighborhood density on spoken word recognition of Chinese 
two–character words by foreign students. 32subjects took a auditory test of four types 
of words — high–frequency × dense–neighborhood, high–frequency × sparse–neighb- 
-orhood, low–frequency × dense–neighborhood, low–frequency × sparse–neighborho- 
-od. They were presented with acoustic–phonetic information in segments of 
increasing duration and were asked to propose and write down the word being 
presented. The isolation point and the correct rate were recorded. The results indicated 
that word frequency had a significant effect on spoken word recognition of Chinese 
two–character words by foreign students. High–frequency words were responded 
faster and more accurate than low–frequency words. An interaction effect of word 
frequency and neighborhood density was found. The effect of neighborhood density 
on spoken word recognition was restricted by word frequency. For high–frequency 
words, neighborhood density had no significant influence on subject’s speed of 
recognition but a slight one on the correct rate with words from dense neighborhood 
were responded slightly more accurate than words from sparse neighborhood. For 
low–frequency words, words from sparse neighborhood were responded more rapidly 
and more accurate than those from dense neighborhood. These results and 
implications for Teaching Chinese as a Second Language are discussed. 
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① 指记忆中存储的一般概念（generic concepts）的数据结构表征（Rumelhart，1980)。 


































与 Pisoni 的 NAM 模型（The Neighborhood Activation Model）。Luce 和同事在进
























在 NAM 模型的基础上，Luce 与 Pisoni 进一步提出听觉词汇识别中的“易词（easy 
syllables）”与“难词（hard syllables）”这一组概念。他们认为，词频高，邻域密
度低且邻居词词频也低的词语，属于“易词”；相反地，词频低，邻域密度高且




























































































































































                                                             
① 本文以下使用的“单音节词”与“单字词”所指相同，“双音节词”与“双字词”所指相同。 
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